


TITLE: ALTERNICA  (Limited Six Issue Series)  

TALENT: Jennie Wood, writer: Flutter graphic novel series, YA novel A Boy Like Me, FUBAR. 
Abraham Evensen Tena, artist: Poptropica artist and designer, Teacher at Massart  

HIGH CONCEPT: Teenage Nic is a girl who has been raised as a boy in the totalitarian New South 
so that he can travel back in time, overthrow the new government, and set all women free. 

THE STORY: It’s 2038, in what once was the U.S., but now is the totalitarian New South, and 
teenage Nic has been raised as a boy. Born a girl, Nic believes his father raised him as a boy so that 
he can have the same privileged life as all the white men of New South. Since puberty, Nic has 
known that he is not like the white men of New South, but he would rather be one of them than a 
woman. All women of New South, as well as any male who is a race other than white, are second-
class citizens with no freedoms, no money, and no say in who they marry. They are assigned jobs, 
usually homes to work in. As Nic approaches 18, he worries about his future. He’s expected to go into 
the military or politics like his father and his recently deceased grandfather, New South's first 
president. Nic isn’t interested in either one. He loves two things: his mother’s old vinyl records, 
which he must play in secret because music is outlawed in New South, and Easton, an older, biracial 
woman who works as a maid in his cousin’s home. Nic smuggles Easton books to read because she's 
not allowed to have them. They fall in love and Nic takes a huge leap of faith, confiding in Easton 
about his true identity.  

As he nears 18, Nic is told by his father of the plan Nic's mother laid out before her death. Nic is to 
travel back in time to stop New South’s takeover. To do so, Nic must become a Time Runner, a 
military position in charge of going back in time to pick up needed supplies that New South is 
severely short of like water. Nic questions why his father didn't pursue the plan himself. “Because 
your mother was ill and someone had to take care of both of you,” his father says. Easton doesn’t try 
to sway Nic one way or the other, but when Nic decides to pursue the plan, Easton gives him the 
address of her younger self. “Find me,” Easton says, “I'll help.”  

Nic becomes a Time Runner (Driver #8) and goes back to 2020, the year of New South’s beginnings, 
but he must act fast. Other Time Runners will be sent for him when he doesn't return. Nic struggles to 
navigate through the old world. Everything is foreign to him except for the music, his mother's music. 
Women walking around wearing and doing what they want is completely unknown to him, his own 
body a foreign object. Thankfully, he finds teenage Easton. After some convincing, she agrees to help.  

THE TWIST: Nic bares a striking resemblance to his grandfather who is already known as the leader 
of the radical New South so the rebels, led by Nic’s pregnant mother, have it out for Nic, too. To hide 
from all the people looking for him, Nic disguises himself as a woman with Easton's help. Nic 
infiltrates New South’s camp and confronts his grandfather to a deadly end for both of them. 18 years 
later, in a world without New South, the rock band Alternica led by Nic, who doesn’t conform to any 
gender, is playing a rock show. After the show Nic meets an older Easton again for the first time.   

GENRE: Time travel, fantasy, dystopian, speculative fiction  

THEME: Identity, individuality, self-reliance, diversity  

RELEVANCE: A LGBTQ action-adventure love story with a strong-but-flawed lead whose arc 
moves beyond the gender binary of boy vs girl.  

STRONG VISUALS: The sterile, clinical, black and white futuristic world of New South verses the 
colorful, old world that Nic travels back to save.  

FAN BASE: For fans of Stranger in a Strange Land, The Time Traveler's Wife, The Handmaid's Tale, 
and/or Y: The Last Man.   






















